The Dursley Summer Festival
10th July 2021

Children’s Trail
Instructions: Complete the trail map overleaf to find the answers to the
questions below & REMEMBER to collect all the letter clues along the way
to reveal a Great British favourite for question 21!
To enter the PRIZE DRAW drop your completed trail map at the
Festive Dursley stall on the day with your name & contact!
Your Name:……………………………….. Contact Number:…………………………
1.

Who guards the Tower of London?.....................................................................................

2.

When was Cadbury first founded?......................................................................................

3.

What is the official name of the colour of the Post Box?....................................................

4.

What year did Edward Jenner begin creating the small pox vaccine?................................

5.

Where does the British Bulldog get its name from?............................................................

6.

A Commonwealth Realm is a country which has The Queen as its Monarch – how many
Commonwealth Realms are there?......................................................................................

7.

Who was the last British winner of Wimbledon?................................................................

8.

Why is Britain known as Great Britain?..............................................................................

9.

How many functioning stations are there on the London underground?............................

10. What famous British tourist attraction is older than Egypt’s Pyramids?............................
11. What is a traditional police helmet called?.........................................................................
12. There are over 20 of us who sit in the House of Lords – who are we?...............................
13. Which place was the first known Capital of England?........................................................
14. What is the national animal of England?.............................................................................
15. St George’s Day is England’s national day, but when is it held?........................................
16. Which city are ‘The Beatles’ from?....................................................................................
17. Where was William Shakespeare born?..............................................................................
18. Where does the character ‘Sherlock Holmes’ live?.............................................................
19. What is the biggest lake in England?...................................................................................
20. What year did the Great Fire of London take place?...........................................................
21. Now that you’ve completed the trail questions & collected all the letters what is the
Great British Favourite?......................................................................................................

Remember to Social Distance
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Find the answers to the questions overleaf
by visiting the locations numbered.
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At each location there will be a letter clue,
collect them all on your map below to reveal
a Great British Favourite for question 21!
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